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Abstract
We describe a method of using multiple documents
with decreasing weights as evidence to improve the
performance of a question-answering system and how
it was employed in cross-language question answering (CLQA) tasks at NTCIR-5. Sometimes, the answer to a question may be found in multiple documents. In such cases, using multiple documents for
prediction would generate better answers than using a
single document. Thus, our method employs information from multiple documents by adding the scores of
the candidate answers extracted from the various documents. Because simply adding scores degrades the
performance of question-answering systems, we add
scores with decreasing weights to reduce the negative effect of simple adding. We used this method in
the CLQA part of NTCIR-5. It was incorporated in
a commercially available translation system that performed the cross-language question-answering tasks.
Our method obtained relatively good CLQA results.
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1 Introduction
A question-answering system is an application designed to produce the correct answer to a question
given as input. For example, when “What is the capital of Japan?” is given as input, a question-answering
system may retrieve a document containing a sentence,
like “Tokyo is Japan’s capital and the country’s largest
and most important city. Tokyo is also one of Japan’s
47 prefectures.” from an online text, such as a website, a newspaper article, or an encyclopedia. The system can then output “Tokyo” as the correct answer.
We expect question-answering systems to become increasingly important as a more convenient alternative
to systems designed for information retrieval, and as
a basic component of future artificial intelligence sys-

tems. Recently, many researchers have been attracted
to this important topic. These researchers have produced many interesting studies on question-answering
systems [4, 3, 1, 2, 5, 7]. Evaluated conferences, or
contests, on question-answering systems have been
held in both the U. S. A. and Japan. In the U. S.
A., an evaluated conference has been held as the Text
REtrieval Conference (TREC) [17], while in Japan, a
conference called the Question-Answering Challenge
(QAC) has been conducted [13]. These evaluated conferences aim to improve question-answering systems.
Researchers make their question-answering systems
and use them to solve the same questions, and each
system’s performance is then examined to glean possible improvement. We have investigated the potential of question-answering systems [10] and studied
their construction by participating in the QAC [13] at
NTCIR-3 [11].
At NTCIR-4, we proposed a new method using
multiple documents as evidence with decreased adding
to improve the performance of question-answering
systems. Sometimes, the answer to a question may
be found in multiple documents. In such cases, using multiple documents for prediction would generate a better answer than using only one document
for question answering systems [1, 2, 5, 16]. In our
method, information from multiple documents is employed by adding the scores for the candidate answers
extracted from the various documents [2, 16]. Because
simply adding the scores degrades the performance
of a question-answering system, our method adds the
scores with decreasing weights to overcome the problems of simple adding. More concretely, our method
multiplies the score of the i-th candidate answer by a
factor of k (i−1) before adding the score to the running
total. The final answer is then determined based on
the total score. For example, suppose that “Tokyo” is
extracted as a candidate answer from three documents
and has scores of “26”, “21”, and “20”, and assume
that k is 0.3. In this case, the total score for “Tokyo”
is “34.1” (= 26 + 21 × 0.3 + 20 × 0.3 2 ). Thus, we
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Table 1. Candidate answers with original
scores, where “Tokyo” is the correct answer
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
...

Candidate answer Score Document ID
Kyoto
3.3 926324
Tokyo
3.2 259312
Tokyo
2.8 451245
Tokyo
2.5 371922
Tokyo
2.4 221328
Beijing
2.3 113127
...
... ...

Table 2. Candidate answers with simply
added scores where “Tokyo” is the correct answer
Rank
1
2
3
...

Cand. ans.
Tokyo
Kyoto
Beijing
...

Score
10.9
3.3
2.3
...

Document ID
259312, 451245, ...
926324
113127
...

calculate the score in the same way for each candidate and take the answer with the highest score as the
correct answerWhen this method was used at CLQA
(NTCIR-5), it obtained relatively high scores among
those of the participants.

2 Use of Multiple Documents as Evidence with Decreased Adding
Suppose that the question, “What is the capital of
Japan?”, is input to a question-answering system, with
the goal of obtaining the correct answer, “Tokyo”. A
typical question-answering system would output the
candidate answers and scores listed in Table 1. These
systems also output a document ID indicating the document from which each candidate answer was extracted.
For the example shown in Table 1, the system outputs an incorrect answer, “Kyoto”, as the first answer.
A method based on simply adding the scores of
candidate answers was used previously [2, 16]. For
our current example question, this produces the results
shown in Table 2. In this case, the system outputs
the correct answer, “Tokyo”, as the first answer. The
method can thus obtain correct answers by using multiple documents as evidence.
The problem with this method, however, is that it
is likely to select candidate answers with high frequencies. It is a serious problem from a performance
standpoint, in particular. In the case of a system with
good inherent performance, the original scores that it

Table 3. Candidate answers with original
scores, where “Kyoto” is the correct answer
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
...

Cand. ans.
Kyoto
Tokyo
Tokyo
Tokyo
Tokyo
Beijing
...

Score
5.4
2.1
1.8
1.5
1.4
1.3
...

Document ID
926324
259312
451245
371922
221328
113127
...

Table 4. Candidate answers with simply
added scores where “Kyoto” is the correct answer
Rank
1
2
3
...

Cand. ans.
Tokyo
Kyoto
Beijing
...

Score
6.8
5.4
1.3
...

Document ID
259312, 451245, ...
926324
113127
...

outputs are often more reliable than the simply added
scores, so the use of this method often degrades the
system performance.
To overcome this problem, we developed our new
method of using multiple documents as evidence with
decreased adding. Instead of simply adding the scores
of the candidate answers, the method adds the scores
with decreasing weights. This approach reduces the
negative effect of a question-answering system being
likely to select candidate answers with high frequencies, while still improving the accuracy of the system
by adding the scores.
We can demonstrate the effect of our proposed
method by giving an example. Suppose that a
question-answering system outputs Table 3 in response to the question, “What was the capital of Japan
in A.D. 1000?”. The correct answer is “Kyoto”, and
the system outputs the correct answer as the first answer.
When we apply the method of simply adding scores
in this system, however, we obtain the results shown
in Table 4. In this case, the incorrect answer, “Tokyo”,
achieves the highest score.
To overcome this problem, we can try to apply our
proposed method of adding candidate scores with decreasing weights. Suppose that we implement our
method by multipling the score of the i-th candidate
by a factor of 0.3 (i−1) before adding scores. In this
case, the score for “Tokyo” is 2.8 (= 2.1 + 1.8 × 0.3
+ 1.5 × 0.32 + 1.4 × 0.33 ) and we obtain the results shown in Table 5. The correct answer, “Kyoto”,
achieves the highest score, while the score for “Tokyo”
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terms. The retrieval process thus gathers documents that are likely to contain the correct answer. For example, for the input question “Who
is the prime minister of Japan?”, the system extracts “prime”, “minister”, and “Japan” as terms
and retrieves documents accordingly.

Table 5. Candidate answers obtained by
decreased adding, where “Kyoto” is the
correct answer
Rank
1
2
3
...

Cand. ans.
Kyoto
Tokyo
Beijing
...

Score
5.4
2.8
1.3
...

Document ID
926324
259312, 451245, ...
113127
...

3. Answer detection
The system extracts linguistic expressions that
match the predicted expression type, as described above, from the retrieved documents. It
then outputs the extracted expressions as candidate answers. For example, for the question “Who is the prime minister of Japan?”,
the system extracts person’s names as candidate
answers from documents containing the terms
“prime”, “minister”, and “Japan”.

Table 6. Candidate answers obtained by
decreased adding, where when “Tokyo”
is the correct answer
Rank
1
2
3
...

Cand. ans.
Tokyo
Kyoto
Beijing
...

Score
4.3
3.3
2.3
...

Document ID
259312, 451245, ...
926324
113127
...

3.1 Prediction of answer type
3.1.1

is notably lower.
We can also apply our method to the first example
question, “What is the capital of Japan?”. When we
use our method, the score for “Tokyo” is 4.3 (= 3.2 +
2.8 × 0.3 + 2.5 × 0.32 + 2.4 × 0.33 ), and we obtain
the results shown in Table 6. As expected, “Tokyo”
achieves the highest score.
As described here, our method of adding scores for
candidate answers with decreasing weights successfully obtained the correct answers to each of the example questions. This suggests the feasibility of the
method for reducing the effect of a question-answering
system being likely to select candidate answers with
high frequencies, while at the same time improving
the system’s accuracy.

3 Question-answering Systems Used in
This Study
The system utilizes three basic components:
1. Prediction of answer type
The system predicts the answer to be a particular type of expression, based on whether the input question is indicated by an interrogative pronoun, an adjective, or an adverb. For example, if
the input question is “Who is the prime minister
of Japan?”, the expression ”Who” suggests that
the answer will be a person’s name.
2. Document retrieval
The system extracts terms from the input question and retrieves documents by using these

Heuristic rules

The system we used applies manually defined heuristic
rules to predict the answer type. There are 39 of these
rules. Some of them are listed here:
1. When dare “who” occurs in a question, a person’s name is given as the answer type.
2. When itsu “when” occurs in a question, a time
expression is given as the answer type.
3. When donokurai “how many” occurs in a question, a numerical expression is given as the answer type.

3.2 Document retrieval
Our system extracts terms from a question by using
a morphological analyzer, ChaSen [6]. The analyzer
first eliminates terms whose part of speech is a preposition or a similar type; it then retrieves by using the
extracted terms.
The document retrieval method operates as follows:
We first retrieve the top kdr1 documents with the
highest scores calculated from the equation
Score(d)



=

term t



N 
tf (d, t)
× log

length(d) + k+
df (t)
tf (d, t) + kt
∆ + k+
(1)

where d is a document, t is a term extracted from
a question, tf (d, t) is the frequency of t occurring
in document d, df (t) is the number of documents in
which t appears, N is the total number of documents,
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length(d) is the length of d, and ∆ is the average
length of all documents. k t and k+ are constants defined according to experimental results. We based this
equation on Robertson’s equation [14, 15]. This approach is very effective, and we have used it extensively for information retrieval [9, 12, 8]. In the question answering system, we use a large number for k t .
Next, we re-rank the extracted documents according to the following equation and extract the top k dr2
documents, which are used in the ensuing answer extraction phase.
Score(d)
=



−mint1∈T log

(2dist(t1, t2)

t2∈T 3

=

maxt1∈T



wdr2 (t2)log

t2∈T 3

df (t2) wdr2 (t2)
)
N

N
2dist(t1, t2) ∗ df (t2)
(2)

df (t)
≤ 1},
T 3 = {t|t ∈ T, 2dist(t1, t)
N

(3)

where d is a document, T is the set of terms in the
question, and dist(t1, t2) is the distance between t1
and t2 (defined as the number of characters between
them) with dist(t1, t2) = 0.5 when t1 = t2. w dr2 (t2)
is a function of t2 that is adjusted according to experimental results.
Because our question-answering system can determine whether terms occur near each other by reranking them according to Eq. 2, it can use full-size
documents for retrieval. In this study, we extracted
20 documents for retrieval. The following procedure
for answer detection is thus applied to the 20 extracted
documents.

Scorenear (c)

=
=



−log



(2dist(c, t2)

t2∈T 3

wdr2 (t2)log

t2∈T 3

df (t2) wdr2 (t2)
)
N

N
2dist(c, t2) ∗ df (t2)
(4)

T 3 = {t|t ∈ T, 2dist(c, t)

df (t)
≤ 1}
N

where c is a candidate for the correct answer, and
wdr2 (t2) is a function of t2, which is adjusted according to experimental results.
Next, we describe how the score (Score sem (c)) is
calculated based on heuristic rules for the predicted
answer type. We used 45 heuristic rules to award
points to candidates and utilized the total points as the
score. Some of the heuristic rules are listedbelow:
1. Add 1000 to candidates when they match one of
the predicted answer types (a person’s name, a
time expression, or a numerical expression). We
use named entity extraction techniques based
on the support-vector machine method to judge
whether a candidate matches a predicted answer
type [18]. We used only five named entity as
same as in our previous system [11].
2. When a country name is one of the predicted
answer types, add 1000 to candidates found in
our dictionary of countries, which includes the
names of almost every country (636 expressions).
3. When the question contains nani Noun X “what
Noun X”, add 1000 to candidates having the
Noun X.

3.3 Answer detection
To detect answers, our system first generates candidate expressions for the answer from the extracted
documents. We initially used morpheme n-grams for
the candidate expressions, but this approach generated
too many candidates. Instead, we now only use candidates consisting only of nouns, unknown words, and
symbols. Also, we use the ChaSen analyzer to determine morphemes and their parts of speech.
Our approach to judging whether each candidate is
a correct answer is to add the score (Score near (c))
for the candidate, under the condition that it is near
an extracted term, and the score (Score sem (c)) based
on heuristic rules according to the answer type. The
system then selects the candidates having the highest
total points as correct answers.
We used the following method to calculate the score
for a candidate c under the condition that it must be
near the extracted terms.

Our system has an additional function that are used
after answers are selected based on the scores. It is the
compiling of similar answers. Our system compiles
answers that are part of other answers and the difference in their scores is less than 90% of the best score.
The compiling is done by eliminating answers other
than the longest one. We call this method rate-based
answer compiling.

4 How we handle
question-answering

cross-language

We used commercially available translation software to translate the questions and documents. Our
monolingual question answering system can only handle the Japanese language. Therefore, we translated
the questions into Japanese, to perform the Englishto-Japanese question-answering, tasks and translated
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the documents into English, to perform the Japaneseto-English tasks.1 . We also used the same translation
system to translate the answers. 2

5 Experiments
In this section, we show the experimental results
in CLQA of NTCIR-5. Tables 7 to 11 show the results of CLQA at NTCIR-5. We submitted one official
run (NICT-E-J-01) and four unofficial runs (NICT-EJ-u-01, NICT-E-J-u-02, NICT-J-E-u-01, and NICT-JE-u-02). After the formal run, we made additional two
runs (NICT-J-J--01, NICT-J-J--02). We used the decreasing weights method with k = 0.3 in NICT-E-J01, NICT-E-J-u-01, NICT-J-E-u-01, and NICT-J-J- ×
-01. We did not use it in NICT-E-J-u-02, NICT-J-E02, and NICT-J-J--02. In the tables, “top 1” in the left
most column indicates that only one answer was evaluated for each question, while “5 ans.” indicates that
five answers were evaluated for each question. Regarding “5 ans.”, we used the top five answers. “Acc”,
“MRR”, and “Top5” are evaluation metrics. “Acc” indicates the accuracy rate of the first answer. “MRR”
indicates a score of 1/r when the r-th submitted answer is correct. “Top5” indicates the ratio when one of
the top five answers was correct. “*+U” indicates answers that were not supported by a relevant document
were judged to be correct. No “*+U” indicates only
the answers that were supported were judged to be correct. Tables 7 and 8 show the results for the English-toJapanese question answering tasks, and Tables 9 and
10 show the results for the Japanese-to-English tasks.
Table 11 shows the result for the Japanese-to-Japanese
task.3 Tables 7 10 and 11 show the evaluations of the
Japanese answers, and Tables 8 and 9 show the evaluations of the English answers.
The following findings are indicated by the experimental results.
• The decreasing weights were effective (compare ”NICT-J-E-u-01” and ”NICT-J-E-u-02”,
and ”NICT-E-J-u-01” and ”NICT-E-J-u-02”).
• The Japanese-to-English question-answering
tasks were more difficult for our methods than
the English-to-Japanese tasks were (compare
”NICT-J-E-u-01” and ”NICT-E-J-u-01”, and
”NICT-J-E-u-02” and ”NICT-E-J-u-02”).
1 In the English-to-Japanese tasks, the questions were written
in English and the documents were written in Japanese. In the
Japanese-to-English tasks, the questions were written in Japanese
and the documents were written in English
2 For example, to output English answers in the English-toJapanese tasks, we translated the Japanese answers extracted from
the Japanese documents into English, and to output English answers in the Japanese-to-English tasks, we translated the Japanese
answers extracted from the Japanese documents into English. We
used Japanese documents in the Japanese-to-English tasks because
we only used a Japanese question-answering system.)
3 The Japanese-to-Japanese task is not considered in NICIR-5.

• When the translated answers were used, the
evaluation scores were very low, as shown in Tables 8 and 10.
• The Japanese monolingual question-answering
tasks were easier than the Japanese-to-English
or English-to-Japanese question-answering
tasks (compare ”NICT-J-E-u-01”, ”NICT-E-J-u01”, and ”NICT-J-J--01”, and ”NICT-J-E-u-02”,
”NICT-E-J-u-02”, and ”NICT-J-J--02”).

6 Conclusions
We described a new method of using multiple documents with decreasing weights as evidence to improve
the performance of question-answering systems. Our
decreased adding method multiplies the score of the ith candidate by k (i−1) before adding the score to the
running total. We found experimentally that 0.2 and
0.3 were good values for k. Our proposed method is
simple and easy to use, and it produced large score improvements. These results demonstrate the feasibility
and utility of our method. We used this method for
the CLQA part of NTCIR-5. We incorporated it into
a commercially available translation system that performed the cross-language question-answering tasks.
Our method obtained relatively good results at CLQA.
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